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We synthesized the modelling literature on forest resilience, summarizing common
important resilience mechanisms in these models. Models applied to assess resilience
are highly diverse, and our goal was to assess how well they account for important
resilience mechanisms identified in experimental and empirical research.
Location: Global.
Time period: 1994 to 2019.
Major taxa studied: Trees.
Methods: We reviewed the forest resilience literature using online databases, selecting 119 simulation modelling studies for further analysis. We identified a set of
resilience mechanisms from the general resilience literature and analysed models for
their representation of these mechanisms. Analyses were grouped by investigated
drivers (resilience to what) and responses (resilience of what), as well as by the type
of model being used.
Results: Models used to study forest resilience varied widely, from analytical approaches to complex landscape simulators. The most commonly addressed questions
were associated with resilience of forest cover to fire. Important resilience mechanisms pertaining to regeneration, soil processes, and disturbance legacies were explicitly simulated in only 34 to 46% of the model applications.
Main conclusions: We found a large gap between processes identified as underpinning forest resilience in the theoretical and empirical literature, and those represented in models used to assess forest resilience. Contemporary forest models
developed for other goals may be poorly suited for studying forest resilience during
an era of accelerating change. Our results highlight the need for a new wave of model
development to enhance understanding of and management for resilient forests.
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N
Forest ecosystems are under increasing pressure from changing
environmental drivers and intensifying disturbances related primarily to changes in climate and land use (McDowell et al., 2020;
Millar et al., 2007; Scholze et al., 2006; Trumbore et al., 2015).
These changes can move ecosystems out of their historical range
of variability (Keane et al., 2009), possibly causing unexpected and
nonlinear responses, such as abrupt transitions to other ecosystem
states (Albrich et al., 2020; Ratajczak et al., 2018). This uncertainty
in future ecosystem trajectories presents challenges for ecosystem
managers tasked with ensuring that ecosystems will be able to cope
with these changes. It is also difficult for researchers to investigate
responses to conditions for which no historical analogues exist.
The concept of resilience provides a framework for assessing the
response of ecosystems to changing pressures. Resilient forests, that
is, those that are able to persist even under changed environmental
conditions, are frequently mentioned as a main goal of forest management and restoration (Bone et al., 2016; Keenan, 2015; Rist &
Moen, 2013; Seidl et al., 2016). Despite a wide adoption of resilience
in applied ecology its specific meaning often remains unclear, as resilience is difficult to operationalize and quantify (Carpenter et al., 2001;
Standish et al., 2014). Resilience has many definitions (Box 1; Brand &
Jax, 2007; Grimm & Wissel, 1997), but in ecology, resilience is most
often used to describe the response of ecosystems to disturbances or

Box 1 Resilience definitions
While many different definitions of resilience exist, the following three are most frequently used in forest ecosystem
research (see Nikinmaa et al., 2020). Further considerations of the resilience concept and its definitions can be
found in, for example, Grimm and Wissel (1997), Carpenter
et al. (2001), Brand and Jax (2007) and Folke (2006).
Engineering resilience (Pimm, 1984) refers to the time a
system needs to recover from a disturbance. It assumes the
presence of a single equilibrium state that a system deterministically returns to after a disturbance.
Ecological

resilience

(Holling,

1973;

Holling

&

Gunderson, 2002) is defined as the ability of a system to
maintain its functions, structures and feedbacks in the face
of disturbance. It acknowledges the presence of multiple
equilibrium states, and the possibility that a system will not
return to its state prior to disturbance but rather shifts to
an alternative state.
Socio-ecological resilience (Walker et al., 2004): focuses
on coupled human and natural systems and their ability
to stay within a desirable regime (i.e., maintain structures,
functions and services) under disturbance. It particularly
emphasizes the role of adaptation.

other changes in environmental drivers. Resilience here is the ability to
maintain a functionally similar state despite changes in disturbances
and other drivers, by being resistant or ‘bouncing back’ when the sys-

Johnstone et al., 2016), but model development often lags behind

tem drifts from its long-term state (Walker et al., 2004).

this understanding, meaning that crucial processes of forest resil-

Assessing the impacts of environmental change is particularly chal-

ience may not yet be included in models.

lenging in forest ecosystems, due to their longevity and often protracted

An improved synthetic understanding of the models used to as-

responses to change (Standish et al., 2014). Unlike faster systems, such as

sess resilience could further forest research in at least three important

lakes, where experimental manipulations are routinely used to investigate

ways: First, it allows researchers aiming to study resilience to identify

ecosystem resilience (Schröder et al., 2005), experimental investigations

promising modelling approaches. Second, it can identify novel model-

of resilience are difficult in forest ecosystems due to the large time spans

ling approaches that have not yet been applied widely to questions of

and spatial extents that are necessary to obtain inference. These chal-

resilience. And third, the identification of resilience mechanisms that

lenges related to space and time make simulation models an important

have received only limited attention in models could stimulate the de-

tool in forest resilience research. Models allow the impact of environ-

velopment of improved models for simulating resilience. Here, our aim

mental changes that lack past analogues to be investigated. Furthermore,

was to provide a review and synthesis of the simulation models used to

they enable experimentation in silico to assess recovery and collapse

study forest resilience. Specifically, our objectives were to synthesize

over larger spatial extents and temporal durations than would be possible

(a) which questions of resilience are addressed with simulation mod-

through experimental manipulation (Egli et al., 2018; Seidl et al., 2016).

els, (b) what types of models are used for specific resilience questions,

A particular strength of simulation modelling in forest resilience research

and (c) whether processes identified as important for resilience in the

lies in its ability to consider multiple drivers simultaneously and to quan-

theoretical/empirical literature are represented in simulation models.

tify their interacting impacts on forest ecosystems. Models allow for a
more thorough exploration of these impacts on state variables (e.g., forest
cover, biomass) and the potentially large state spaces occurring in nature,
enabling the identification of alternative system states.
A comprehensive picture of how simulation models are used in

2 | M E TH O DS
2.1 | Definition of resilience

the context of forest resilience, and how important processes are
implemented in these models, is lacking to date. Recent years have

A necessary first step in conducting our review was to operationalize

brought an improved understanding of processes that contribute

our definition of resilience, enabling us to identify relevant studies.

to forest resilience (e.g., legacies, forest regeneration processes,

Resilience is a frequently used term with an evolving set of definitions
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(Brand & Jax, 2007; Nikinmaa et al., 2020; Ratajczak et al., 2018).

response variables used to quantify resilience where applicable (this

We chose an approach suggested by Carpenter et al. (2001), opera-

includes both dedicated resilience indicators, as defined for example

tionalizing resilience by assessing the resilience of what (i.e., which

by Scheffer et al., 2015, and relevant measurements of state vari-

forest ecosystem property responds) and the resilience to what (i.e.,

ables, e.g., biomass, species shares). The responses (of what) and

the pressure or driver that triggers a response). This allowed us to

drivers (to what) were recorded jointly so that relevant response/

compare studies that themselves used very different definitions of

driver combinations could be identified. As drivers often do not act

resilience, for example, from engineering resilience (i.e., the ability

in isolation, the co-occurrence of different drivers was also analysed.

of the system to resist disturbance and the rate at which it returns
to equilibrium after a disturbance, as defined by Pimm, 1984; applied e.g., in Seidl et al., 2017) to socio-ecological resilience (i.e., the

2.3 | Analysis of process inclusion

capacity of a coupled human-natural system to absorb disturbances
and maintain its essential functions, processes, and feedbacks,

The core of our review consists of the analysis of specific ecological

as defined in Adger, 2005 and Walker et al., 2004; applied e.g., in

processes deemed important for forest resilience and their implementa-

Charnley et al., 2017).

tion in models. This catalogue of processes was compiled a priori, and
is based on seminal work on forest resilience (Frelich & Reich, 1999;

2.2 | Literature search and identification of
relevant studies

Johnstone et al., 2016; Martínez-Vilalta & Lloret, 2016). We identified
three groups of processes of particular relevance for forest resilience: regeneration processes, legacy processes and soil processes. We purposefully kept the set of processes investigated general as we acknowledge

To identify relevant studies in the scientific literature, we conducted an

that model formulations necessarily vary with different study systems.

extensive web search using the academic literature databases Scopus

Regeneration is a crucial contributor to forest resilience as it strongly

(Elsevier, Amsterdam, Netherlands) and ISI Web of Science (Clarivate

influences post-disturbance recovery. Regeneration processes have a

Analytics, Philadelphia, PA, USA). We searched for the terms “forest”

large influence on whether the ecosystem is able to recover, or whether

and “model*” in combination with any of the terms “resilien*”, “state

it shifts to a different type of forest or a non-forest state (Enright

shift”, “regime shift”, “tipping point”, “recovery rate”, “catastrophic

et al., 2014; Johnstone et al., 2016; Martínez-Vilalta & Lloret, 2016).

shift”, “abrupt shift”, “bifurcation” “bistab*” or “collapse” (search terms

Specifically, we investigated whether distance to seed source, reproduc-

based on and expanded from Ratajczak et al., 2018). We included only

tive maturity, serotiny, and resprouting – processes related to the avail-

studies published in English. The cut-off date for publications to be

ability of reproductive material (seeds and sprouts) – were considered

included in this study was 6 September 2019.

in the models. We also considered the climate sensitivity of regeneration,

The search yielded more than 1,200 entries, which were manually

light availability (shading effects from mature trees) and competition

checked to filter studies that were of relevance for our research ques-

from other (non-tree) vegetation, as these processes often have a strong

tions. Specifically, we checked whether the study investigated forest

bearing on the survival of seedlings and saplings.

ecosystems (e.g., we did not include studies that focused on transi-

Legacy processes are mechanisms that lead to information or ma-

tions between grassland and savanna ecosystems, where forest was

terial being carried over from the pre-disturbance ecosystem into the

not one of the possible ecosystem states), used some sort of simula-

post-disturbance ecosystem (Johnstone et al., 2016). They are often

tion model (studies using purely conceptual models without numerical

directly related to regeneration processes, as they can provide start-

simulation, or that consisted of fitting a statistical model to data were

ing points for recovery, for example in the case of aerial and soil seed

not included), and investigated resilience (omitting studies that men-

banks. We also analysed live tree legacies, which are a measure of tree

tioned the term in the abstract or keywords but whose study objec-

tolerance to disturbance and represent an important seed source that

tives were not related to resilience). This selection resulted in a total of

is carried over from the pre-disturbance state of the ecosystem (Seidl

119 studies being included in our review, representing 128 individual

et al., 2014). Finally, we investigated persistent stress as a legacy, that

model applications (as a few studies included multiple models).

is, whether the model tracks the influence of stress on tree survival

From each study we collected information for several categories

over multiple time steps (Anderegg et al., 2015; McDowell et al., 2008).

(Table 1). General information such as location of the study and the

Soil processes identified as relevant for ecological resilience were

investigated biome and ecosystem type allowed us to identify geo-

primarily related to water and nutrient availability (Fahey et al., 2016;

graphical ‘hotspots’ of simulation model use in resilience research.

Gazol et al., 2017; von Oheimb et al., 2014). We therefore assessed

We also recorded the name and type of model as well as a set of

the implementation of water availability and nutrient cycling (separately

essential model characteristics (spatial and temporal grain and ex-

for nitrogen and other nutrients) in the models used to investigate

tent, spatial explicitness, stochasticity, and whether the model was

forest resilience. We also hypothesized that soil erosion is important

process-based) to better characterize the types of models that are

for resilience (Flores et al., 2019), and analysed its implementation in

used for simulating forest resilience. We also investigated how re-

the models applied in the resilience literature. All data analysis and

silience was defined in each study, specifically noting the of what

visualization was conducted in R (version 3.6.2, R Core Team, 2019),

and to what (sensu Carpenter et al., 2001), and recording specific

specifically using the packages dplyr (version 0.8.3, Wickham et al.,
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TA B L E 1

2085

Information gathered from each simulation study of forest resilience

Category

Subcategory

General information

Model information

Resilience definition

Resilience processes

Regeneration: are processes related
to regeneration implemented in the
model?

Legacy processes: is tree survival and
the carryover of information as well
as material legacies in the face of
disturbance simulated?

Soil processes: are soil processes
included in the model?

Indicator

Information recorded

Location

As reported by the authors

Biome

According to categories of Olson et al. (2001)

Forest ecosystem type

As reported by the authors

Model type

Categories: analytical/conceptual,
biogeochemical, dynamic global vegetation
model (DGVM), empirical, landscape,
population, state & transition, other

Spatial explicitness

Is the model spatially explicit?

Spatial grain and extent

In hectares, pixel size and size of simulated
area

Temporal grain and extent

In years, smallest time step and simulation
duration

Stochasticity

Are any stochastic processes implemented?

Process-based

Is the model process-based?

Of what

Categories: forest cover, forest composition,
forest structure, forest functioning,
ecosystem services, biodiversity

To what

Categories: climate change, land use, fire,
drought, wind, other abiotic, insect, other
biotic, generic (no agent given), other (fits
none of the above categories)

Definition

Which definition of resilience do the authors
give, if any?

Quantification

How is resilience quantified?

Reproductive maturity

Do trees have to reach maturity before they
can reproduce?

Serotiny

Is the process of serotiny (regarding seed
availability after fire) implemented in the
model?

Resprouting

Are trees able to resprout in the model?

Distance to seed source

Is spatial dispersal of seeds considered in the
model?

Climate sensitivity

Is regeneration sensitive to climate influence?

Competition from other
vegetation

Is regeneration sensitive to competition from
other vegetation (adult trees, herbaceous
vegetation)?

Light availability

Is regeneration sensitive to light availability
(influence of canopy layer)?

Disturbance tolerance

Do live trees remain behind after disturbance?

Maturity effect on
disturbance tolerance

Does the age/size of trees (adult tree versus
sapling) influence their environmental
response/susceptibility to disturbance?

Seed bank

Are seed banks (aerial and soil) implemented
in the model?

Persistent stress

Does the model track the influence of stress
on tree survival over multiple time steps?

Water availability

Is water availability (soil moisture) a factor
influencing forests in the model?

Erosion

Can erosion (loss of fertile soil) happen in the
model?

Nutrient cycling (nitrogen and
other nutrients)

Does the model include dynamic nutrient
cycles (for nitrogen and other nutrients)?
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(e.g., species occurrence and abundance, Figure 2). Overall, metrics of
forest structure, function and composition were investigated more frequently compared to indicators linked to these ecosystem responses,

3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | Use of forest resilience and the geography of
its application

such as variables associated with biodiversity and ecosystem services.
The most common drivers (to what) assessed in modelling studies
were wildfire, climate change and land use (Figure 2). With the exception
of fire, drivers related to human activity (such as land use and climate
change) were more frequently investigated than natural disturbances
(e.g., wind or insect disturbance). The two most commonly simulated

The use of resilience as a concept in forest research has increased over

drivers (climate change and fire) are also the ones most frequently con-

time (see Supporting Information Material S1: Figure S1.1). Most of

sidered together (Supporting Information Material S1: Figure S1.2).

the studies included in this analysis focused on forest resilience in the

Overall, the most common driver-response combination was fire and for-

Americas (North and South) or Europe (Figure 1). The tropical and temper-

est cover, followed by climate change and forest functioning (Figure 2).

ate biomes were particularly well represented. Most studies simulating resilience focused on a single study site or a small number of study locations.
However there were also studies covering larger (e.g., sub-continental)
areas and many different study sites (e.g., Shuman et al., 2011). Of the 119

3.3 | What types of models are used to simulate
resilience?

studies investigated, 31 (26%) did not specify a location (i.e., the model
was built for a certain biome or type of ecosystem but was not linked to

The most common model type was landscape models. Analytical

a particular study site or landscape) and 2 (1.7%) were global in extent.

models (mostly consisting of a set of ordinary differential equations
or similar), dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) and popula-

3.2 | Drivers and responses in modelling
forest resilience

tion models were also frequently applied to study forest resilience
(Figure 3 and Table 2). However, several models could not be clearly
classified into one of these broad model types. These include instances of coupling different types of models, for example, a DGVM

We grouped the studies by the responses (of what) and drivers (to what)

linked to a state and transition model (Halofsky et al., 2014).

that they addressed. There were 43 unique combinations of drivers

Simulations of resilience were conducted over a wide variety of

and responses, with many studies investigating multiple drivers and

spatial grains (10–4–10 8 ha) and extents (10 0–109 ha, Table 2). The

responses. The most frequent response variables considered in model-

simulated extent ranged from plot-level to global simulations. There

based forest resilience studies were, in order of decreasing frequency,

was similar diversity in temporal grain and extent. Most models

forest cover, forest structure (referring to, e.g., tree size distribution),

simulating resilience operate on a yearly time step. While the sim-

forest functioning (e.g., primary productivity) and forest composition

ulation duration (temporal extent) varied enormously from a few

F I G U R E 1 Geographical distribution of simulation studies addressing forest resilience. Each dot represents one study. For studies that
covered a large spatial extent or included multiple study sites the location is given as the centre point of the area addressed. In addition
to the 86 georeferenced studies displayed here our analyses also included 33 studies that had no specified location or were global in their
extent. (Biome map from Olson et al., 2001.) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Resilience to what

Combinations of responses (‘of what’, y axis) and drivers (‘to what’, x axis) in simulation studies of forest resilience

Of what

Model type
landscape
pop

forest composition

analyt

forest cover

To what

fire
drought
land use

s&t

ecosystem services

climate change

bgc other

forest structure

emp DGVM

forest functioning

other abiotic

other biotic
generic
wind

F I G U R E 3 Model types used to simulate important response variables (resilience of what) to prominent drivers (resilience to what).
Width of bands and bars is proportional to the number of studies found in the literature. For clarity only combinations that had more
than three occurrences are shown here. Abbreviations: analyt = analytical/conceptual models; pop = population models; s&t = state and
transition models; bgc = biogeochemical models; emp = empirical models; DGVM = dynamic global vegetation models. [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
years to several thousands of years, most studies covered a study

resilience to fire, mainly landscape and analytical models were em-

period of less than 200 years (Supporting Information Material S1:

ployed, while the effects of land use and climate change were ad-

Figure S1.3).

dressed by several different types of models.

Certain model types were preferentially used to address specific
drivers and responses (Figure 3). The most frequent response variable (forest cover) was most commonly addressed by simple conceptual models. The resilience of forest composition, forest functioning

3.4 | Implementation of resilience processes in
simulation models

and forest structure was most often simulated with landscape models. DGVMs were frequently used to model the resilience of forest

Overall, 67% of the model-based studies investigating forest re-

functioning. Landscape models and DGVMs are also important

silience were process-based models, of which 41% were spatially

tools to assess forest resilience to climate change. With regard to

explicit. Furthermore, 42% of models included thresholds and 41%
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included feedbacks. 96% of models included a representation of at

3.4.2 | Legacy processes

least one process from our resilience processes catalogue.
Simulations of processes creating disturbance legacies were rare in
the studies investigated (Table 4). Remaining live trees, indicating tol-

3.4.1 | Regeneration processes

erance to disturbance, were the most common legacy implemented

Regeneration processes are of high relevance for forest resilience.
Yet, only 41% of the model applications considered regeneration
processes explicitly (Table 3). Most of the model applications addressing regeneration explicitly considered the effect of reproductive maturity as well as the influence of light availability and
climate on seedling survival and regeneration success. In contrast,
the influences of competition from ground vegetation or herbivory
(Supporting Information Material S3) were rarely considered. Also,
only 17% of models simulate regeneration as an emergent property

in models (28%). Twenty-two percent of models differentiated between adult trees and saplings/seedlings in terms of susceptibility to
disturbances. Seed banks were only simulated in a small number of
studies investigating fire, despite the important role of seed banks
in the recovery after fire in many ecosystems (Enright et al., 2015;
Johnstone et al., 2010). We note, however, that serotiny (reported in
the previous section on regeneration processes) equals the inclusion
of a canopy seed bank. Approximately 12% of the model applications
included some form of stress legacy, that is, where the model is able

of multiple processes, such as the interplay of dispersal, establish-

to simulate the compounding effect of stressors (such as drought)

ment, and seedling growth. The level of detail with which regener-

over multiple years, for example through a continuous simulation

ation was considered in models generally varied with the objective

of carbohydrate reserves in trees (Hansen et al., 2018; McDowell

of the study (i.e., different of what/ to what combinations, Table 3).

et al., 2013).

Spatial

TA B L E 2 Basic characteristics of the
models used to simulate forest resilience

Temporal

Model type

n

Grain (ha)

Extent (ha)

Grain

Extent
(years)

Landscape

27

10–1

105

Year

250

–4

Conceptual/
analytical

22

DGVM

19

4∙10 to
8∙101

1∙10 to
2∙107

Day to decade

55 to 3,348

105

10 8

Year

500

1

19

4∙10 to
1∙109

NA

90 to 10,000

105

107

Day

100

5∙10 to
3∙10 8

1∙102 to
3∙109

Day to year

91 to 333

10–2

101

Year

500

–3

Biogeochemical

9

State and
transition

8

Empirical

6

1∙10 to
3∙103

Day to decade

5 to 1,575

106

10 8

Day

180

1∙105 to
1∙106

5∙107 to 109

Day to year

4 to 8,096

10 0

106

Year

150

1∙10 to
4∙101

5∙102 to
6∙106

NA

50 to 500

10 0

10 4

Year

75

–1

18

0

2∙10 to
1∙102

–2

Other

7

2∙10 to
6∙105
–2

Population

0

3

1∙10 to
3∙105

1∙10 to
3∙10 8

Year to decade

15 to 4,000

10–2

10 4

Year

90

7∙10–4 to
1∙101

1∙10 0 to
8∙107

Day to year

6 to 1,850

Note: DGVM = dynamic global vegetation model. Shown are number of observations (model
applications) per model type, median, and 5th–95th percentile range for spatial grain and extent
as well as temporal extent of model applications. For temporal grain (time step), the most common
value and the highest and lowest resolution are shown.
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3.4.3 | Soil processes

2089

keywords. We focused on resilience because conceptual advances
have been rapid and applications of resilience are growing both

Soil processes related to forest resilience were more frequently in-

in the peer-reviewed literature and society (Ratajczak et al., 2018;

cluded in models than regeneration and legacy processes (Table 5).

Selles & Rissman, 2020). Notwithstanding the challenges in iden-

Slightly less than half of the analysed cases considered water avail-

tifying the relevant subset of the literature, important insights

ability explicitly. However, water availability was often the only soil-

emerge from our review. We discuss these insights in the following

related process. Only around 20% of the applications considered a

sections, first focusing on the perspective of model users (Section

dynamic representation of the nitrogen cycle. Availability of other

4.1) and then discussing issues of relevance for model developers

nutrients and their effect on ecological resilience were considered

and charting a path forward (Section 4.2).

only rarely (< 1%, Supporting Information Material S3). Likewise,
erosion processes, which influence forest resilience in some systems
(Flores et al., 2019), were considered very rarely. Models assessing

4.1 | Lessons learned for assessing forest resilience

resilience of forest functioning had the most detailed representation
of soil processes across all response indicators. Models that were ap-

A wide variety of resilience questions can be successfully tackled

plied to study the resilience to climate change tended to have a more

using models, as shown by the large number of driver-response

complex representation of soil processes compared to investigations

combinations found in the literature. Furthermore, many stud-

of other drivers.

ies investigated the ecosystem response to multiple drivers (e.g.,
Batllori et al., 2017 for fire and drought, and Lucash et al., 2017 with

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

LANDIS-II for climate change, wind and forest management), which
highlights a key strength of simulation models, that is, the ability to
interactively consider a broad set of simultaneously changing fac-

Human-caused climate change is challenging the resilience of for-

tors. Models can also account for important feedbacks (for example

ests. Developing adaptation strategies to mitigate these changes will

between forest structure, species composition, and disturbances)

require understanding of how multiple processes interact to shape

that play a critical role in forest resilience (Flores et al., 2019; Staal

resilience. Simulation models are a promising tool because they allow

et al., 2015).

the exploration of a more complete set of compounding factors than

Spatial and temporal extent of studies in our review varied

field experiments and facilitate the analysis of outcomes over long

widely. As spatio-temporal extent is primarily defined by the spe-

time periods. However, in our review of the simulation models used

cific research question being addressed, this finding underlines

for modelling forest resilience, we found that few were explicitly de-

that models can provide inference across a wide range of appli-

signed for that purpose and many relevant resilience processes are

cations. With regard to the temporal dimension, the long simu-

currently not well represented in models. Thus, we call for a new

lation durations (with a median of 200 years across all reviewed

wave of model development that leverages expanding process un-

studies, and some studies extending over several thousands of

derstanding and data availability (e.g., from remote sensing) as well

simulated years, e.g., Bauch et al., 2016; Wild & Winkler, 2008)

as growing computational resources.

are a characteristic that sets simulation-based studies apart from

While we here present the first comprehensive synthesis of

experimental and observational studies. A recent review of 89

models for forest resilience, our analysis has some limitations. One

drought experiments in terrestrial ecosystems found that 80%

challenge in identifying relevant literature was the ambiguous use

of drought treatments were less than 5 years in duration (Hoover

of the term resilience. On the one hand it is often used in abstracts

et al., 2018). The ability to efficiently address centennial time-

and keywords of studies that do not actually investigate resilience

scales makes models prime tools for assessing resilience questions

based on commonly used resilience definitions. On the other hand,

that go beyond the analysis of individual disturbance events and

some studies that explicitly deal with modelling critical transitions

rather focus on disturbance regimes (and changes thereof; e.g.,

and alternative stable states of ecosystems do not actually use

Kitzberger et al., 2012, with SELES; Hudiburg et al., 2017, with

the term resilience in their title and keywords. We addressed

DayCent). While models are a useful tool for simulating exten-

these challenges using multiple alternative keywords and carefully

sive time periods, long simulation time can also lead to unrealistic

checking the studies we found for relevance before starting the

model behaviour due to compounding errors. Careful model eval-

in-depth review process. The issue also underlines, however, that

uation (Oreskes et al., 1994) and the testing of simulations against

a more consistent and concise application of the resilience ter-

a wide variety of observed spatial and temporal patterns (Grimm

minology in the literature would be desirable. Furthermore, the

et al., 2005) are thus of particular importance to ensure the utility

concept of resilience is intrinsically connected to concepts such

of long-term simulations.

as stability, vulnerability and persistence (Grimm & Wissel, 1997).

Our analysis shows that different types of model can provide

Studies may address similar questions, but choose a different

unique insights on resilience, depending on which type of drivers and

conceptual framework. Thus, some studies that address generally

responses are of relevance in a given study system. When studying for-

similar issues were excluded from our analysis due to our set of

est cover as the response variable of resilience, for instance, relatively

9

15

Land use

9
28

Fire

Climate change

8

15

Land use

Fire

13

Land use
14

14

Climate change

16

Fire

10

Climate change

Land use

21

128

13.3

32.1

44.4

100.0

86.7

71.4

76.9

35.7

62.5

40.0

77.8

47.6

41.4

13.3

32.1

44.4

75.0

73.3

64.3

61.5

42.9

50.0

40.0

66.7

38.1

32.0

Reproductive
maturity (%)

6.7

7.1

11.1

37.5

26.7

35.7

23.1

21.4

25

30.0

33.3

14.3

9.4

Serotiny (%)

Regeneration processes

13.3

21.4

33.3

87.5

66.7

50

61.5

35.7

37.5

40.0

66.6

28.6

24.2

Re-sprouting (%)

6.7

14.3

22.2

37.5

60.0

42.9

23.1

28.6

25.0

20.0

66.7

23.8

18.8

Distance to seed
source (%)

Note: Observations are individual occurrences of response/driver combinations. For details on the processes considered see Table 1.

Forest cover

Forest composition

Forest structure

Climate change

Forest functioning

Fire

To what

Of what

All model applications

n

Natural
regeneration
included (%)

6.7

10.7

22.

62.5

60.0

64.3

46.2

42.9

37.5

60.0

77.7

42.9

25.8

Climate (%)

0.0

7.1

22.2

0

6.7

0.0

7.7

0.0

6.3

20.0

0.0

4.8

9.3

Competition (%)

6.7

17.9

44.4

75.0

53.3

57.1

69.2

42.9

50.0

50.0

66.6

28.6

31.3

Light
availability (%)

TA B L E 3 The explicit consideration of regeneration processes in models used to simulate forest resilience, parsed by different combinations of resilience of what and resilience to what for
the most commonly occurring combinations
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TA B L E 4 The explicit consideration of legacy processes in models used to simulate forest resilience, parsed by different combinations of
resilience of what and resilience to what for the most commonly occurring combinations
Legacy processes

All model applications
Of what
Forest functioning

n

Legacies
included (%)

Disturbance
tolerance (%)

Susceptibility by
age (%)

128

33.6

28.1

21.8

6.3

Forest composition

Forest cover

Persistent
stress (%)
11.7

To what
Climate change
Fire

Forest structure

Seed bank
(%)

21

38.1

33.3

19.0

4.8

14.3

9

88.9

88.9

44.4

0

33.3

Land use

10

80

70

30.0

0

20

Climate change

16

43.8

37.5

18.8

6.3

25

Fire

14

50.0

42.9

35.7

0

28.6

Land use

13

69.2

61.5

38.5

7.7

23.1
28.6

Climate change

14

57.1

57.1

35.7

14.3

Fire

15

60.0

60.0

53.3

6.7

20

Land use

8

87.5

87.5

50.0

12.5

25

Climate change

9

44.4

44.4

33.3

33.3

11.1

Fire

28

21.4

21.4

28.6

10.7

3.6

Land use

15

6.7

6.7

6.7

0

0

Note: Observations are individual occurrences of response/driver combinations. For details on the processes considered see Table 1.

TA B L E 5 The explicit consideration of soil processes in models used to simulate forest resilience, parsed by different combinations of
resilience of what and resilience to what for the most commonly occurring combinations
Soil processes

All model applications
Of what

To what

Forest functioning

Climate change
Fire

Forest structure

Forest composition

Soil included (%)

Water availability
(%)

128

46.1

46.8

3.9

18.75

21

76.2

85.7

0.0

38.1

Erosion (%)

Nitrogen
cycle (%)

9

66.7

77.8

0.0

66.7

Land use

10

80.0

70.0

20.0

30.0

Climate change

16

62.5

68.8

0.0

31.2

Fire

14

42.9

57.1

7.1

42.9

Land use

13

53.8

61.5

0.0

30.8

Climate change

14

71.4

92.9

0.0

57.1

Fire

15

33.3

53.3

0.0

33.3

8

62.5

75

0.0

50.0

Land use
Forest cover

n

Climate change

9

66.7

55.6

0.0

11.1

Fire

28

17.9

21.4

0.0

7.1

Land use

15

13.3

6.7

6.7

0.0

Note: Observations are individual occurrences of response/driver combinations. For details on the processes considered see Table 1.

simple models, such as sets of differential equations with varying levels

Shifley et al., 2017). This implies that more complex models are needed

of parametrization, were successfully applied to study transitions be-

to simulate processes that lead to changes in composition, structure

tween forest and savanna (De Michele & Accatino, 2014; Tredennick &

and functioning, whereas the consideration of basic demographic pro-

Hanan, 2015). However, when resilience of forest composition, struc-

cesses (establishment and mortality) in models is enough to reproduce

ture and functioning is investigated, landscape models are powerful

the dynamics of forest cover. Indeed, most of the models that assessed

tools due to their spatially explicit nature and their ability to accom-

ecosystem functions were landscape models or DGVMs. While choice

modate complex ecological processes (Scheller & Mladenoff, 2007;

of model is influenced by multiple considerations of suitability and
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availability, our review provides a starting point for considering potentially appropriate model families for studying specific questions of
forest resilience (Figure 3).
There is no one best model type for a certain resilience question,
as illustrated by the wide range of studies addressing forest resilience to fire. Most frequently applied are landscape models, in which
spatial processes such as fire spread and seed dispersal into burnt
areas can be simulated (e.g., Loudermilk et al., 2017, with LANDIS-II;
Keane et al., 2019, with FireBGCv2). However, the second most
frequently used model type for studying the resilience to fire is analytical or conceptual models, where fire is generally represented aspatially and with simplified computation of tree mortality. Therefore,
model choice depends strongly on the drivers and responses being
simulated. We thus advocate for an approach where the appropriate
model is chosen based on its ability to simulate the relevant mechanisms of resilience in a given context and study system (e.g., Hansen

Box 2 Future directions
• The models currently in use for simulating resilience
have often been developed for other purposes and
are not fully capturing relevant processes of forest
resilience.
• A new wave of model development is needed, especially focusing on processes not yet well-represented in
models (e.g., nutrient cycling, plant trait adaptation, tree
regeneration).
• New empirical and experimental studies can contribute
to model development by specifically targeting gaps in
process understanding. This inter alia requires that the
interactions between the model development and experimental/empirical communities are strengthened.

et al., 2018, with iLand).

4.2 | Lessons learned for modelling forest resilience

of resilience, such as plant trait adaptation (both local adaptation
within populations as well as adaptation over time, such as acclimation processes) remain widely neglected in current models (Longo

We found a large gap between the processes that are considered

et al., 2018; Nitschke & Innes, 2008, but see Scheiter et al., 2013 for

to be important mechanisms of resilience in the theoretical and

a model including adaptive trait combinations).

empirical literature (e.g., Flores et al., 2019; Johnstone et al., 2016;

Here it should be noted that not all of the processes considered

Martínez-Vilalta & Lloret, 2016; von Oheimb et al., 2014) and the

here are necessarily relevant for all study systems. There are, for

explicit consideration of these processes in models used to study

instance, no serotinous tree species in Central Europe, which is why

forest resilience. In other words, processes deemed relevant for re-

this process – important for the resilience of forests to fire in other

silience (e.g., seed banks, soil erosion and nutrient cycling) are often

areas of the world (Enright et al., 2015; Johnstone et al., 2016) – is

not included in models. As a result, many models are not yet capable

not included in models applied in this region. While we designed our

of comprehensively testing which theoretically important processes

catalogue of model processes based on literature and tried to make

may underpin future forest resilience. Another possible outcome of

it broadly applicable, there are likely many more processes that are

missing resilience processes in models could be a systematic under-

relevant to resilience research, depending on the study system and

estimation of resilience in simulation studies.

questions asked. Our catalogue of processes does therefore not

Process representation varies with the spatial scale of models.

claim completeness (but see Supporting Information Materials S2

Landscape models (e.g., iLand, LANDIS-II) are designed to simulate

and S3 for an overview of the full set of processes we investigated,

forests on relatively small spatial domains and are thus well suited to

not all of which are analysed in depth here) and the separation into

simulate critical fine-scale processes and spatial dynamics. Indeed,

three categories of resilience processes is not always clear-cut (e.g.,

our analyses revealed that several landscape models are able to

we addressed seed banks as legacies, but serotiny and resprouting in

capture a large number of relevant forest resilience mechanisms.

the regeneration category).

Conversely, DGVMs and Earth system models that operate across

There may also be processes that are not yet understood well

continental to global domains and are successfully used to simulate

enough to be modelled, highlighting the need for further experi-

questions of biome shifts and forest die-back (Gonzalez et al., 2010;

mental and empirical research (e.g., adaptation/plasticity of plant

Higgins & Scheiter, 2012) are just beginning to represent forest de-

functional traits, Christmas et al., 2016). Authors frequently mention

mography with sufficient detail to explore questions of resilience

processes they consider relevant to their question and study system,

(Fisher et al., 2018; Massoud et al., 2019; U.S. DOE, 2018).

but that have not been implemented in the applied model. These

While many types of models can increasingly capture aspects of

processes include, for instance, nutrient cycles (Bond-Lamberty

resilience, most were not designed explicitly for this purpose. Thus,

et al., 2015), as well as the effect of CO2 fertilization (Bagdon

our analysis underscores the need for a new round of model devel-

& Huang, 2014; Longo et al., 2018; Lucash et al., 2017), despite

opment (Box 2). The resilience processes highlighted in our review

growing evidence that these processes are important for simulat-

(Tables 3–5, Supporting Information Materials S2 and S3) can provide

ing vegetation dynamics (Hickler et al., 2015; Rammig et al., 2010;

a valuable starting point for such a resilience-focused development

Reyer et al., 2014). Targeted model comparison experiments – ap-

of simulation models. While for many of these processes examples

plying models with different levels of mechanistic detail and differ-

of how to model them already exist in the literature, some processes

ing implementations of processes to the same driver data – could
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shed more light on the uncertainties originating from representing
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A new wave of model development also requires improved data
on forest resilience and its underlying mechanisms. Multiple authors
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of forest resilience. Specifically, empirical and experimental studies
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valuable insights. Also remote sensing is increasingly used to study
forest resilience (De Keersmaecker et al., 2014; Senf et al., 2019)
and can serve as a valuable data source for model-based studies,
especially when addressing forest change across large spatial extents and in areas where data are sparse (Levine et al., 2016; Staal
et al., 2018). In particular, increasing availability of new datasets
could be leveraged to benchmark models and identify process uncertainties. This can in turn direct the design of new experiments
that address processes underpinning resilience and feed back into
model development (Dietze et al., 2018). In the context of increasing the mechanistic details included in models several authors also
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Anthropogenic climate and land use change are profoundly affecting forests, emphasizing the need to understand how these
impacts will alter forest ecosystems. Models play an important role
in understanding the drivers and scope of these changes and the
responses of forest ecosystems. Thus, deliberately developed and
applied models can make an important contribution to understanding and managing ecological resilience in a changing world. Our
study presents a valuable framework for assessing which currently
available models are appropriate for such questions and can act as a
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